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ABSTRACT 

The present situation of the theoretical studies and experimen
tal material concerning the potential presence of virtual nucléon 
excited states (isobars) in nuclei is reported. Three particular as
pects are examined : the theoretical work devoted to the isobar con
tent of nuclei (especially deuteron), the experimental material 
concerning isobar exchange and the attempts to obtain a direct evi
dence for such objects in the deuteron (spectator method). 

I.- INTRODUCTION 

Two outstanding events have marked the recent story of the po
tential existence of virtual isobars in nuclei. In 1969, Kerman and 
Kisslinger ' pointed out a possible explanation for the discrepancy 
between the experimental and theoretical situations concerning the 
backward scattering cross section of protons on deuterons at inter
mediate energies : adding to the classical one-nucleon-exchange pic
ture the exchange of the isobar N*(1688) (fig. 1), they obtained an 
improved (not yet fair) fit with the measured cross section. From 
this publication the idea became popular of pre-existing though vir
tual nucléon excited states inside nuclei, and at the first and sim
plest place in the deuteron. 
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Fig. I. (N,N*) exchanges 
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The second event which impressed the nuclear physicists perhaps 
still deeper was the announcement in 1973, by M. Goldhaber 2 , that 
events had been observed in a bubble chamber which could be direct 
evidence of a "oA" component in the deuteron (fig. 2) : scattering 
of very energetic pions (15 GeV) on deuterons seemed to produce 
"spectator A'a", very similar to the spectator nucléon appearing 
when the other nucléon of the deuteron is struck by an energetic 
projectile. Using reasonable assumptions for the cross section of 
the projectile with the other unseen component, Goldhaber deduced a 
probability tor the virtual M configuration in the deuteron of 

Fig. 3. The N**s iceberg. 
Since.then many papers have been published (many more theoreti

cal than experimental), but the present situation could be symbol
ised by the figure 3 : N*'s typical effects are similar to a small 
Iceberg plunged in a background sea. A very small part of the ice
berg emerges, and sometimes the "background*' covers up the iceberg 
(dashed line). 

what I am calling "background" is of a very different nature 
according to the subject under study : 

a.- in a "spectator" experiment, this background is essentially 
produced by secondary mechanisms able to simulate spectators. But 
also by our inability to relate exactly the number of observed 
"spectators" (if any) to the number of such objects inside the nu
cleus before pushing them on their mass-shell. 

b,- in an exchange experiment, the "background" is due to our 
present lack of knowledge of the different mechanisms capable to 
predict the cross sections (e.g. pd backward) and also to our inac
curacy concerning the wave functions for the possible isobar config
urations (IC). 

c - in the fundamental theory itself, the impossibility of per
forming an exact.calculation of the different isobar configurations, 
renders questionable many results obtained with crude approximations. 
This "background" can cither increase or reduce the percentage ot IC. 

Probably the best evidence today of the presence of virtual 
isobars is given by the radiative capture of thermal neutrons by 
protons : 



p • n * d • y (1) 
where a 3 % effect of the A--
ate virtual state explains fan 

tion 

in an intermedi-
(and is necessary to 

explain) the residual discrepancy when classi
cal effects and meson exchange currents 3 with
out N*'s are correctly taken into account (fig. 
4). 

But I will not fleece M. Rho's subject, 
and will come back to my three points a, b, c : 
have we today some theoretical, direct experi
mental, or indirect experimental evidence of 
virtual N*'s in nuclei ? I am tempted to 
answer : NO and to sit down. 

Tet there remain-a few lights (stars ?) in 
the dark heaven of my subject. Let us examine 
the hopeful points, and try to answer the ques-

what must we do to clarify the situation ? 

Fig. 4. Radiative 
capture of a thermal 
neutron by a proton. 

II.- THE THEORETICAL SITUATION : NUCLEON-NUCLEON 
AND ISOBARS IN NUCLEI 

I will reatrict myself essentially to the deuteron. After all 
this is the simplest nucleus, at least in view of the number of in
teracting objects. 

Ila.- How to build a deuteron using isobars ? 
If we are allowed to use the.excited states of the nucléon (iso

bars) in the tame way we use the ground state (n,p), in other words 
if ve can treat those isobars like elementary objects, we can write 
the deuteron wave-function : 

•L-0,S-l < n' p ) * • L - 2 , 8 - 1 ( O » ? ) fo,s •LS ( ni »nj) (2) 
«here the sumation is extended to all possible "isobar configura
tions" (IC), n^ and nt being a combination of Nucléon (N) • Isobar 
(N*), or two isobars, such that the isospins, total spin (S) and or
bital momentum (L) of those two objects are managed to obtain the 
isospin (0), the spin J and parley J p - 1* of the deuteron.. 

A tremendous number of such configurations is possible, due to 
the large number of isobars. But generally the "lowest" configura
tions are used, i.e. those for which the total mass •* + m.* i* not 
too large and to which the Particle Data Group 4 Awards «»•***. rank
ing, as being "good, clear and Unmistakable". The theorists restrict 
their calculations to a few (IC) t 

- The first few fflf*(T - 1/2) up to ̂  £ 1800 MeV. 
.- The lowest "double isobar'* configuration A./9A*/.> <« A * 1236 MeV). *'£ *11 

Thereafter come some basic assumptions and racipas for the theo
retical treatment t 

i) V*'s, o, are considered as elementary with the same proper-



ties and interactions they have as free particles. 
ii) The transition NN •*• NN* (fig. 5) is obtained via one boson 

exchange (OBEx (most of the tine, one pion exchange (OPE)). 
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Fig. 5. Transition potentials. Fig. 6. Diagonal potentials. 

Calculations are made either in momentum space or in configu
ration space» obtaining transition potentials (Vj), and also diag
onal potentials for the NN* (or AA) channels (fig. 6). 

Then perturbation methods are used, or full coupled channel 
equations are solved. But all those calculations suffer from approx
imations or uncertainties. 

lib.- Difficulties. 
To suppress the difficulties related to the behavior of the OBEP 

at the origin, some kind of cut-off is necessary for both diagonal 
and transition potentials. Generally fair phenomenological potentials 
are used for NN •* NN (or (NN) deuteron wave function in a perturba-
tive approach 5 ) . But the transition NN •* NN*or (AA) via OPE is very 
sensitive to the kind of cut-off chosen. This is due to the nature 
of the nucléon nucléon interaction : since the medium-range poten
tial reaches a depth of hundreds of MeV, it is likely that THERE ARE 
significant isobar components of the nuclear wave function. Hence a 
eut-off of the order of .5 fa or more cuts out a lot of the physics 
in question { . 

Except for one paper of B.J. Weber (which suffers from the 
previous difficulty using OPE), calculations are non relativistic. 
However H.J. Weber just shows that two opposite effects in his re
lativistic calculation give a final result comparable to the non-
relativistic one. 

Coupling constants (BNN*), B being a bosonrare often poorly 
known. They arc deduced, either from the decay width : 

I* + HB 
e> t 

or more often from the quark nodal. Discrepancies between different 
calculations are partly due to different coupling constants ussd by 
different authors. Also unknown arc the diagonal potentials NN** NN* 
or AA * AA. They are generally taken as equal to (NM) • (NN), 
tines zero. 
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l i e . - An example. 
I will choose to describe briefly the re

sults of a recent paper, that one of P. 
Haapakoski and H. Saarela ', concerning the (AA) 
configuration in the deuteron. In this work, the 
authors use a Reid soft core potential for the 
elastic NN channel, a transition potential in
cluding i and p exchange with a variable sharp 
cut-off radius. The AA diagonal potential is set 
equal to zero. The set of coupled Schrodinger 
equations is solved and give the four AA-states : 
3S*, 3D*, 7D*, 7G* which can be coupled to the 
two-nucleon ^SJ-TD. states by the transition po
tential. The secona order diagram (fig. 7) con
tributes to the diagonal (NN) interacting hence 
the (NN) potential is varied to compensate this 
supplementary attraction keeping the binding en

ergy of the deuteron fixed. 
Table I gives the results concerning the ^Dj state probability, 

Table I Deuteron properties using v and (ir + p) exchange-cut-off 
dependence varying the.hard core radius (ref. 7). 

Fig. 7. Second 
order AA-contri-
bution to the NN 

potential. 

Deuteron 
properties 

•h),-state 
prob. (Z) 

Magnetic 
moment (n.m.) 
(exp. 0.857) 

AA-configuration 
probability (Z) 

cut-off 
radius (fm) .2 .3 .4 .2 .3 .4 .2 .3 .4 

w-exchange 
(cw-0.32,cp-0) 2.8 5.8 5.9 2.45 0.96 0.90 39 2.9 1.5 

(v-rp)-exchange 
<c -0.23,c -9.4) 
* • 

6.4 6.4 6.3 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.5 0.5 0.4 

the magnetic moment, and the total (AA) configuration probability. 
The sensitivity to the cut-off procedure of the properties of the 
deuteron is clearly seen on this table, a totally unreasonable vari
ation of P..from 1.5 to 39 Z being obtained usiig a single pion ex
change. Things are much more stable using (* + p) exchange. Table II 

four AA states, 
can be compared 
exchange with a 

different régularisation procedureÎ0,20 Z and 0.72 Z. 
Other recent works ' try to generalize the coupled channel meth

od to other isobar configurations. They suffer from the same criti
cisms as given in lib. They give a total (NN* • AA) configuration 
probability between * .5 and 3 Z. 

gives the partial probabilities for the different fc 
Hf and 7D| dominate largely ; those probabilities c 
with those found by Arenhorel 8 , using also (t + p) 
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Table II Z probabilities for various 
AA-components in the deuteron (ref. 7). 

State 3S \ V \ V 'T 
% 93.1 6.39 0.23 0.03 0.26 0.02 

lid.- Future. 
In spite of all those criticisms and uncertainties, it seems 

necessary to increase the theoretical work devoted to the isobars in 
the deuteron and in other nuclei : even small percentages can give 
significant effects for the structure of nuclear matter (and nuclear 
matter is our livelihood Ï). My personal feelings are that we do not 
need a lot of calculations using different kinds of.approximations, 
coupling constants, e t c . , but another approach related as closely 
as possible to the fundamental nucleon-nucleon interaction and mak
ing simultaneous progress for both fields. 

A revival of interest and of understanding should be brought out 
in the next few years by new teams of experimentalists working on 
nucleon-nucleon around meson factories (and also Saturne) with power
ful (intense, polarized) beams and sophisticated experimental equip
ments. Theoretical models using-more and more comprehensive ingre
dients in the t and s ctannel (see ref. 10) should be able to de
scribe in more and more depth the N-N interaction and predict simul
taneously : 

- nucleon-nucleon observables in the elastic and inelastic chan
nels (A, N* production) ; 

- isobar content of D and other nuclei. 
My favorite scheme for an effective advance in those fields is 

the following : 

THEORY 
UN-INTER. 

AND 
TRANSIT. POT. 

UK •*• NN 
m + su* 

AA. « • 

PREDICTIONS 
EXPERIMENTS 

UN elastic and inelastic 
UN + NN 
UN •*• VS\... 

THEORY 
UN-INTER. 

AND 
TRANSIT. POT. 

UK •*• NN 
m + su* 

AA. « • PREDICTIONS 

EXPERIMENTS 
UN elastic and inelastic 

UN + NN 
UN •*• VS\... 

THEORY 
UN-INTER. 

AND 
TRANSIT. POT. 

UK •*• NN 
m + su* 

AA. « • PREDICTIONS ISOBAR CONTENT, 
RICH MOMENTUM . 
TRANSFERS, ... 

® 

THEORY 
UN-INTER. 

AND 
TRANSIT. POT. 

UK •*• NN 
m + su* 

AA. « • 
ISOBAR CONTENT, 
RICH MOMENTUM . 
TRANSFERS, ... 

® 

ISOBAR CONTENT, 
RICH MOMENTUM . 
TRANSFERS, ... 

® 
We could believe © if © gives predictions verified by ® . 

Fsrhaps to be pragmatic and mors complets than using t, p... ex
change (D should work with phenomenological transition potentials, 
en the same footing as the nucleon-nucleon elastic scattering. Then 
fitcing reasonably © phenomenologically will give more and more 
confidences on (3) issued from the same type of model. And anyhow 
•11 experimentalists working with nucléons or aggregates of nucléons 
•s projectiles need s much better knowledge of NN s see the report 
•f 6. Igo to this conference. 

mm 



III.- ISOBAR EXCHANGES 

tooo 

I will try to answer three questions concerning this subject : 
1) What is the present situation of (pd) backward scattering, 

which received a particular attention in initiating the N*'s affair ? 
2) What else concerning N*'s exchanges ? 
3) What is the future of this field of investigation ? 
Ilia.- p.-d backward. 
The actual situation ueems depressing, partly, due to a too 

strong interest in the initial stage. Chronologically : 
al.- Kerman^and^Kisslinger ' showed in 1969 that a possible ex

planation of the backward peak in the angular distribution for the 
process : 

p • d •*• p • d 

could be given by the diagrams of the figure 1. They chose for the 
exchanged N * the first Regge recurrence of the nucléon (T • 1/2 ; 
JP » 5(2*, « V - 1688 MeV), kept only the L - 2 (D*) configuration, 
and showed th.it the large momentum part of thin piece of the deuter-
on wave function should contribute significantly to the backward 
peak, even for a probability P D # jfc 1 Z. •2.- Other attempts were 

wade to explain (p,d) back-
scattering, either using 
(« + N) exchange ' * or the 
exchange of an ensemble of 

^wtrvni l v m A j the low-lying (IC) , 2. All 
j & T U V J r I \ * r'l 1 those calculations suffer 

from many approximations. 
i) Rescattering (or 

distorsion) arc generally 
ignored but are probably 
significant. In the ab
sence of distorsion, i.e. 
if backscattering resulted 
from a sum of exchanges, 
all experimental points 
should lie on a common 
curve function of the mo
mentum transfer. Instead, 
there is a distinct curve 
for «auh energy, »»• indi
cated on figure 8 (ener
gies » 590 MeV). (This is 
Fig* S. Q-dependenct of 
tie pd elastic back-

-. scattering (cirelad points 
extrapolated to 160*) 2 5. 
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1 % ' IA 
seen by using the relativistically correct "Q" transfer value * 
instead of the Galilean irvariant A used by Kerman and Kisslinger ' ) . 

ii) All those calculations being done in the framework of OPE 
are subject to the criticisms given in lib. 

iii) No calculation tries to sua up all possible mechanisms in 
the t and u channels. 

As a consequence, the present situation is very confused. Each 
recent work using a particular mechanism, nucléon exchange ' •*, H*'S 
exchanges , 2, N-exchange plus rescattering , 5

t double scattering l o 

claims to get a fit to the experimental (pd) backward cross section. 
But each calculation contains such approximations and extrapolations 
(especially for the high momentum part of the deuteron wave function) 
that ve may nonsuit all parties : the "background" in this matter is 
overriding the possible N 's effects. Neither evidence for nor non 
influence of N**6 can be claimed nowadays. (I do not want to discour
age people working in this field. We precisely need brave theoreti
cians able to sum up all significant mechanisms, and more complete 
experiments : see my final remark on spin effects). 

Xllb.- N*'s exchanges in other reactions. 
*~~~ other reactions can be relevant to isobar exchanges. 

6 1 «7 fttsslinger and Miller *? suggest 
in a paper contributed to this conference to 
use the ( p . O reaction in order to get evi
dence for s A-component in nuclei. The first 
order effect is indicated figure 9, a A + + 

being exchanged. They consider two second 
order ("background") contributions, but find 
(in a perturbative model) that the A 4 + trans
fer should stand out from the "background" 
as the energy of the proton increases, even 
with a very small A-content in the final nu
cleus (*w I0 -*). 

@]SAIUU/W\ b2.- The pick-up reaction A(p,d)(A-I) 
' —Y M J can give rise to isobar exchanges. Prelimi-

1 ~1 ̂  I nary analysis of oir experiment at Sac lay. 1* 
\lj at 700 MeV on , 2 C indicates the importance 

of distorsion and double-step processes. Try
ing to see specific effects due to N*'s ex
changes, Schaeffer, Kisslinger and Host " 
make a calculation following the method used 
in the paper of Jena and Kisslinger ". They 

gave me a preliminary refait where the probabilities of IC in 1 2 C 
are found quite small (10"' or lass). Evan for such small numbers, 
the influence of N*'s (particularly of the H*(1700))' is non negligi
ble, multiplying by a factor 2 to 3 the cross section without IC st 
tome angles. " , 

The situation is rather different from the (pd) bsckscattaring 
•• illustrated roughly on figure 10. In the (p,d) backscattering, 

tig. 9. A"-exchange 
1» A(p,*-)(A • 1) 

reaction. 

having exchanged an N* f the residual free nucléon can have anjr no-•antum. for the »2c(p fd) l lr "^"* *"^ " 'c reaction, the residual nucléon hat to 
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Fig. 10. Comparison of 
N* exchange in pd back-
scattering and (p,d) 
pick-up reaction. 

nite bound state of the residual "C. This 
gives some "natural" cut-off... but redu-
duces the cross section ! (for one nucléon 
exchange also). 

In this calculation, the distorsion 
for both incident and outgoing particle is 
taken approximately into account. But the 
model should be improved in regard to : 

- the D state of the deuteron, 
- the transition potential (actually 

OFE vith a large cut-off). 
~ t n * c°hfcrent sum of the (N + N**s) 

transfers (actually incoherent). 
The last point should give probably 

vore effect of the N*'s upon the reaction 
20. 

IIIc- Exchanges 
tioru. 

criticism and •HS2 

1 , Cip,d i~Ci 8 

—- Vs.*.* O for proton 
—— no (pin» orbit 

— ful l potent? »U 
"Y*.o. s ? for deutererj 

10 40 0 cm. 
Fig* IJ. Spin affects 

at 185 MeV (raf. 20). 
in ,2C(pd)*'c 

I would not like to be 
charged vith being strongly 
pessimistic. I do believe in 
the future of this field of re
search, and difficulties vill 
produce a fount of progress. 
Let us examine for example the 
figure 11 which shows the im
portance of spin effects at 
185 MeV in the , 2C(p,d) nC re
action 21, Those effects are 
•sen to be very important (1 to 
2 orders of magnitude on the 
cross section). But such ef* 
fects can be measured : polar
ized beams of nucléons and deu-
terons are or will be available 
in the near future. Another pa
per better related to our ener
gies is the (crude) calculation 
made by S.S. Vasan 2 2 , predict
ing large spin effects in the 
(pd) backscattering too. Still 
there, those effects can be 
measured. Having one more com
plication in our problem, wa 
obtain four more observables 
(to first order with polarized 
beams of D end F). 



I will therefore try to counterbalance my first opinion on the 
present "confused" situation. There exists now powerful theoretical 
methods, *nd more sophisticated experimental equipments. Then we can 
hope to obtain in a near future : 

- better and better calculations, summing up all important 
mechanisms, including distorsion and spin effects (and giving pre
dictions fc. polarizations) ; 

- more numerous, complete ind accurate measurements, including 
polarizations, in many different dynamical situation . 

Then the "background" effects will be overcome. 

IV.- SPECTATOR ISOBARS ? 

The present state of "spectator isobars" c&n be summarized as 
follows 23, The most direct method to demonstrate the existence of 
virtual N*'s in nuclei would be to shake loose an N», if it preex
isted in the nucleus. Till now all experiments have been done on the 
AA configuration cf the deuteron. Two methods are used : 

i) Inclusive reactions of the type : 

a • D •*• A- • anything 

«here the (A.) is seen as a 
distributions of which are examined. 

combination (p«), 
Particle 26 

the mans and menentum 
"a" can be a ». K 24. 

'<!• 

P* °» Y » "anything" be .ng the reaction 
/roducts of (A) on the other implied A. 
This type of reaction is indicated by the 
diagram of figure 12a. The main source of 
background is due to an interaction of 
the projectile a with a nucléon of the 
deuteron, producing a pion which «scat
ters on the other nucléon and simulates 
a A (fig. 12b). 

Careful analyses have been made on 
the decay of the "supposed" spectator, 
possible correlations between the effec
tive macs and energy of (a), production 
or decay angles. The most complete anal
yses are probably those of M. Goldhaber 
et al. 24, a î Mj 0f Benz and Soding 26 u«i ng 
Y's as incident projectiles. The results 
of Eenz and Soding are compatible with a 
3.1 X AA component, but second order ef
fects remain possible and can cut down 
this value 2 7 . On the other hand, M. 
Goldhaber et «1. give an upper limit of 
0.7 % for the same configuration. 

ii) Wore specific processes have 
been suggested or used t 

- In « Russian-Polish collaboration 2 8 at Dubna a bubble cham
ber experiment was performed with a detteron beam tent into a hy
drogen bubble chamber. The energy (* 1.9 CeV douterons on proton») 

Fig. 12. A-spectator 
reaction (a) and main 
source of background (b), 



«us low enough to reduce to a very small probability the possibility 
of pushing both &'s on their mass shell. The three diagrams of figure 
13 (a,b,c) give the possible specific effects due to a (AA) configu
ration. 

Fig. I3< Intermediate energy (dp) reactions 
involving A*s (réf. 28). 

- On a suggestion made by Nath, Wever and Kabir *' we performed 
an experiment at Saclay using a *~ bean projected onto a deuterium 
liquid target and detected protons emitted forward. Diagrams of fig
ure 14 (a,b) indicate the desired process and the main source of 
background. Figure 14 (c) indicates another process (quasi-elastic 
backscattering of pions on bound' protons) which was watched by a co
incidence on backward pions. 

Fig. 14. High momentum protons emitted forward on 
a reaction of *~ on deuterium. 

For details, see our paper presented by Ch. Perdrisat -30 to this 
Conference. Let ae just point out that (fig. 14c) was really elimi
nated by : 

- choosing an energy of the incident pion such that the'(w"p) 
backscattering cross section was a minimum ; 

- having a coincidence marker on the backward emitted pion ; 
- comparing the final distributions of protons obtained by *~ on 

deuterium, to the same distributions with i" scattered on ordinary 
tydrogen at the same energies. 

The weighted difference between »"/d and w"/p indicates an angu
lar distribution near 0* and a cross section compatible/rith that 
predicted by "ath, Weber and Kabir 2 9 with * 1 2 oa-eonfiguration (a 
significant factor being possible due to the uncertainty on the cross 
section). There remains the question of the process (fig. 14b). There 
is hope that such rescattering corrections can be sepsritsd from the 



A-epectator signal 3 I . But no precise calculation allows us to say : 
we have evidence for a AA-component. 

.Progress should be made in the next few years in this exciting 
domain. But f.r a direct evidence of N*'s components we have to : 

I.- perform many experiments, to accumulate agreement on the 
isobar influence despite different kinds of backgrounds, and on dif
ferent kinematical conditions ; 

2.- use exclusive experiments, measuring as many particle dis
tributions in the final state as possible ; 

3.- choose preferential kinematical and dynamical conditions 
where backgrounds ran be reduced to a low level, and computed ! 

having "pumped" the background, we would hope to soon arrive 
at the situation of figure 15. 

Fig. 15. The future of N*'s in miclei. 
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